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Selected As Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper for 1947

ONDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1953
NOTHING LIKE A NAP
AFTER AUTO ACCIDENT

Weather

[

Kentucky:
Partly cloudy.
windy and cooler tonight
lowest 38 to 44: Wednesday
fair and quite cool.

Davenport. Wash. 0—George M.
Denham, who started out on
fishing trip at a reservoir above
(Graivi Coulee Darn, rolkd his car
'over, smashing in the top and
wrecking the steering wheel.
Deputy sheriffs said the car
landed uprigbt. They found him
asleep, uninjured.
"There didn4 seem to be much
else to do," said Denham. "I knew
somebody wotild find me"

Helping To
Build Murray
Each Day
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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, October 6, 1953

MURRAY POPULATION - - - 8,000

Vol. XXIV; No. 236

CITYWIDE OPPORTUNITY DAYS PLANNED

LOANS
Friendly Finance

Confusion
ti :-Oulliffes Way
7Etsen.,,,,
To Avoid'
High On
Wars
Russ H-Bomb

506 West Main
Phone 1180
MURRAY, KY.

PICCARD AND THE BATHYSCAPHE AFTER RECORD DIVE—.
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By MERRIMAN SMI1
Mr. Eisenhower said Russia's
United Press White House Res
'session of atomic weapons, and
ATLANTIC CITY. NJ. Oct.
g-range bomberg to deliver
lib—President Eiger'how er tocta, them, wipes out security against
By LOUIS CASSELS
United Erma Staff Carreapendent oullined a five-point program for air attack that this nation ha;
Washington, Oct. 6 0—Contra- averting the "sudden and mass previously had.
He warned that world peace
dictory statements from three high destruction" of an atomic world
war.
"cannot be achieved suddenly by
officials today produced a new
In an address prepared tot- de- force, by edict, or by treaty." He
peak of public confusion about the
livery before the Sixth National said it can come 'only slowly and
aize of Russia's H-bomb arsenal.
Assemble of the United Church tortuously."
In direct conflict were Chairman
Women. Mr. Eisenhower said the
"It will, not be won by dark
W. Sterling Cole of the congres"future well-being of humanity threats or 'flittering slogans," the
sional Atomic Energy Committee, depends
directly" upon United President said. "It will be born
who said Russia has "H-bombs-- States leadership.
only of courage, knowledge, paplural." and Civil Defense AdminThen Mr. Eisenhower outlined tience. leadership."
istrator Val Peterson. who said he the aims of that leadership in
Mr. Eisenhower stressed that the
five
is "assuming" that neither Russia "musts points:
responsibility of the U.S. leadernor the United States "has the
1. -We and our friends in the ship in the quest for "just and
hydrogen bomb yet."
free world must build. maintain durable" peace is the responsibility
Third contributor to the prevail. ,and pay for a military might as- of every American.
me cernfusion was Defense Mobili- suring us reasonable safety from
"I say emphatically that this
zer Arthur S. Fleming, who said atttack."
leadership depends no less directly
isi a weekend report that Russia is
2. "From his position of secure upon the faith the courage, the
now "capable of delivering sud- confidence, we must seek to know love of freedom and the capacity
denly and without warning the and respond to the legitimate as- for sacrifice of every American
most destructive weapon ever de- pirations and hopes of all peoples." citizen.. every Americiin home.
vised by man on chosen targets in
J. "We must arrange trade spi- every American community," he
the United States." He first told te:au that will provide each with said.
s reporters he meant H-bombs. but the necessaries of life and opporFora this all-important task, he
said, the United States and its cit\later said he had not intended to tunity for self-advancement.''
4. "We must seek to understand izens must make -each life, each
trçdit Russia with a stockpile of
and resolve age-old prejudice!, home, each community more woreothpleted hydrogen '
,weapons.
The'sAtomic Energy Commission, ambitions and hatreds that scar thy of the trust it bears for all
mankind."
whose Secret intelligence reports great parts of the world.*
5 "We must provide machinery
presumable are equally available
to Cole, Peterson and Fleming. de- and techniques to encourage that
clined to comment on the various peaceful communication and mudeclarations. The only official AEC tual confidence which alone can
statement on the matter was is- finally lift the burden of areal
sued Aug. 20. and merely confirm- from the backs of men"
The president said this nation
ed that Ruasia had set off a.
riont-inake sure that all tti-t weekt
drogen explosion
likewise. the AEC has never said understands clearly the alternaFuneral services for N P "Bud"
tives of military and peaceful uses
whether the United States has any
Hendricks, age 84, were held Sunof atomic energy.
-deliverable" H-bombs
The as"The first of these alternatives day a 2 30 pm at the Hazel Bapatimption has been widespread that
Is a wasteful and devastating con- tist Church with the Rev. Billy
this country is now producing actest in the production of weapons Gray Hurt and the Rev. IL M.
tual weapons, but all
that is of inconceivable power,' Mr
Ei- Hampton officiating.
known for certain is that a mas- senhower declared
Mr. Hendricks passed away at
sive hydrogen -device" v•as set
"The other alternative is a world his home in Hazel Saturday. His
off late November at Eniwetok ever advancing in peace and pros- death was attributed to complicaAtoll in the. Pacific
perity through the cooperative ef- tions following an illness of seven
Peterson, who was interviewed forts of its nations and peoples," years.
Survivors Included one daughter .
the. Mutual
nieiht on
He called the rituthroom cLsu
Worley
Broadcasting 'System's radio pro- that rises from the explosino of an Mrs 'Coleman 'Hurt of Haze; Mel
Hazel: one I
pram. "Reporters' Roundup" em- atomic bomb a symbol of "terror son. Leon Hendricks of
niece. Mrs. Patty Barnett of Lexphasized that "There is some dif- and death.."
"In its wake we see only sudden ington; four sisters•ifolaw. Mrs.
ference between having a device
CHICAGO Oct d efs---The "155o.
Hendricks of Sernrpe. Mrs. priceplan for farm supports.
and having a transportable bomb and mass destruction. erasure of Bertha
R.
Mrs
Murray,
Suddie Jones of
borh and then buried in the 1920's, By
that can be dropped around the cities, windows rIf unidentitisole
Callaway County Farm Purees
Hilliard
M.
dead, the possible doom of every J. Wells and Mrs. C.
got a new lease on life today as
world."
Contestants from the counties in
nation and society." ne said, add- of Tampa. Fla.
the
Eisenhower
administration this area will meet at Murray
Burial was in the Hazel Ceme- turned thumbs down
"I am assuming." he said. "that ing:
on direg•t State . College. October 12
Funeral
a. 7 '10
the Miller
"This horror must not be. This tery with
no one has the hydrogen bomb
supports for sagging meat prices.
p.m to select 4%1nm:iris in represent
yet
I don't know what day we titanic force must be reduced to Home of Hazel in charge of arthis district at the State Farm
In a major speech before
will have one: I don't know what the fruitful service of mankind." rangements
the Bureau Convention
in November.
American Meat Institute
He solemnly pledged that if it is
day they the Russians will have
Moeda-, Mrs. W. K Morris.
chairman. Fat-rn
night. Secretary of Agriculture
one; but I am afraid it will not within his power. "with God's
Bureau Women, will premcia at
Ezra Taft Benson said the
help. atomic power will be put
be too many months away"
federal
srivernment would not support the meeting In addition to the
Cole on the other hand. had to peaceful rather than destructive
contests. each county has been
beef on, the producer level,
told a reporter earlier that talk Uses.
ncr asked to furnish one number for
would it buy for storage to
about Russia's having only a hy"peg" special entertainment.
the market
drogen :device" was purely wish-

Lakeview Drive-In
Sunday and Monday
"David and Bathsheba"
in technicolor
starring Gregory Peck
and Susan Hayward
Tuescliy & Wednesday
"Woman They Almost
Lyncsked"
with John\Lund,
Brian Donfewy,
Audrey Trotter, and
Joan Leslie

11111•1111111.mpur
TUESDAY
and WED.

MONROE
la;

LEFT: Prof. Auguste Piccard
(middle) and his son Jacques
(right), who made a record dive
of 10,334 feet below the surface
of the Mediterranean, are led off
an Italian corvette by an Italian
seaman after their daring dive,
Beyond Ls the (ale of Ponza
tonai;
(Internal
Italy.
BELOW: This is the Bathyscaphe,
the specially-constructed diving
bell In which 69-year-o.d Professor Piccard and his eon descended farther under the sea than
man ever before has ventured.
It carries its own devices for
lowering and raising. 'rhe Italian
government built it to Piecarda
specifications. It is 52 feet long,
12 wide In middle. (international)

CAPITOL
Millard Mitchell
"MY 6 CONVICTS"

A citywide effort to stimulate
business in the Murray area is
being under taken by nearly every
merchant in Murray beginning tomorrow arid continuing '0 Thankegiving.
Over 'sixty merchants of Murray
are cooperating to bring Qeekly
bargains to residents of the Calloway County trade area, with
the eight week long effort sncliee
with the giving. of over $1500 in
prizes.
Merchants will feature bargains
each week in the daily Ledger and
Times. A dougle page spread will
,be published each Wednesday
giving the bargains for the Thursdee. Friday and Saturday follow•
a
ing.
The issue today will go into
10.000 homes and will be read by
over 40.000 persons.
The effort which gets underway
today was originated . by local
'merchants.
The prizes to be given have a
value of over $150000 and include
many items from a home freezer
to an electric sewing machine
Registration for the prizes will be
held at nearly every store in Murray with no purchase necessie'y
to register.

The prizes will be given away
free at the end of the eight week".
The prizes are as follaws:
Goodrich "White King" borne
freezer. 11 cubic feet capacity
with a value of $34930.
Columbia bicycle. 26 inch, bore
or girl's. a $57.95 value.
A Chrome Breakfast Room Suite
with a value of 4129.50A Belgium made Browning 16
guage automatic shot elm with a
value of 8118.25.
An RCA Television Set with a
value of $212.95, not installed.
A Samsonite ladies wardrobe
travelling bag with a value of
$3000
A Norge wringer type Was.ning
Machine with a value of $1.19 95.
A Tappan Gas Range installed
free by the Airlene C;as Company,
a value of $250.95.
A 72 piece • set of silverware
with a. value of $4995.
An 'Electric Sewing Machine
with a value of over $.2110 The
brand name of this machine will
be announced later this week.
Residents are asked not to register over once each day ,at the
many stores, although no 71.'
11 2nase
will be necessary to rezister at
any of them.
The exact time date and place
where the prizes will be given
will also be announced later,
however it will be on appraximately the last day of the eight
week period beginning this welt,
on the court square
Today's issue is filled with harping from many of the merchants,
including a two page spread- Whitt le
will run each Wednesday for the
remainder of the eight week period Different bargains will he offered by the merchants of Murray
each week.
Pictures of the prizes to be given will be printed in the daffy
Ledger and Times as they are
available.

Mrs Ceoree Hart has been notified of an honor she ..has earned
for her work with the World
Book Encyclopedia the past summer. This award include. an al!.
expense trip to the Chicago office for a visit in the library there
and special training in the educational work connected with the
Field Enterprise Inc., Educational
Division. 'where the World Book
Encyclopedia is published.
Mrs Hart. librarian of Murray
High School, has been granted a
leave from her work here in the
city school to do special work in
She will
the educational field
serve as district manager.
is Calloway,
Het assignment
Trigg and Christian
Marshall.
Its Calloway Cooney
Typical of farm girls who are counties. She will visit libraries,
going places, Jeanette's store is teachers and schools as. ennsultant
Health Department
The doctor tells you, "Keep
a family affair She not only helps In educational meateriais.
her mother but she works cm
Having begun her teaching car- cheerful. Don't get upset Take it
easy.on the farm. too, driving the trac- eer in this county,
Mrs. Hart has
tor. working in the tobacco and taught
Doctors know that °mollona i
in rural schools and Murstrain affects many diseases and
helping with fhe grade-A Dairy.
ray High School
She holds BS
conditions
Jeanette works in her church
which we used to think
and MA degrees from
Murray of
as entirely physical. Thee wart
and in her school ton. She has
State where she is a library maus to take as good Care Of OW"
won many trips and awards but
jor.
mental health as of our physical
one of the niCest is a ,,hest of
She has included in her interhealth
silver ;he was awerded for winests the civic organization e of the
But what ran you do about it
ning the State 4-H Club public
speaking contest on the subject community. Among these are the when you are advised to avoid
Miss
Jeanette
daughter
Prechall.
presidency of the Woman's Club, worry'
But Benson oriel at a newer
"Homemaking es a Career"
You're supposed to smile
conThe Presidents and Health Chair
ference that his department may of Mr and Mrs. Ellis Roe. PasTommy Workman son of Mr. commissioner of the Girl Scout when the ,bills are piling Ms, the
man of the Calloway County P T.
ehall,
coihmunity.
of
the
was
Hasel
try to revive interest in the twoand Mrs Otis. Workman, of Lynn Association, president of the Par- boss picks on you. and newspaper
A's met in the Health Center
price system of supports aerl said
Grove, will represent Callaway ent Teacher Association and vice headlines assure you the world is
Monday afternon to discuss the
president of the First District Pa- going to the dogs'
County as Farm Bureau King
for the there had been talk on Capitol
program
school health
Hill of reviving the old proposal.
Association.
She
Tommy is en outstanding young rent Teacher
There is no magic formula for
Problems on nucoming year
He explained that under the
farmer. He has been vdey active was executive secretary of the becoming a little ray of sunshine,
dental .health, hearing
trition.
two-price system. a farmer with
In 4 H club work. ale° winning Murray State College Alumni As- but there are things you ean do..
tests and school health examina- 1,000 bushels
of wheat would sell
trips and awards. He is now wosk- sociation for 12 years and editor of Suppose your problem is the bees,
•
tions were discussed
a portion. say 600 bushels, at govthe Ledger and Times three years you can't really hit back at
nag hard on his F F A projects.
him,
Since Tommy's father hasi been during World War It
Also attending the meeting were ernment support •pries and marhut don't take it out on your
Mrs. Weill' Overbey La serving family. That only makes You
fortnes--.P. T. A. presidents who ket the remainder at prevailing
1111 this 'simmer. he ha., been doing
feel
most of the work ort their farm, as librarian in Mrs Hart'e absence ashamed of yourself. which
planned the dedication of the new world prices
IS
In his speech. .Benson blamed
including the tending nt a Grade-A
even worse for you than frustraHealth Center which will be SunMr. Hart stated when interview- tion
dropping tattle and lamn prices
Dairy.
Hang a punching hag in a
day afternbon October 25th
that have caught livestock meo in
,Our hats are off to Jeanette and ed eoncerning this year's work convenient spot and put the boas'
meeting a "cost-price" equeeee on the 'misthe
Those attending
Tommy. The Citirowair Cnunty, that her sieves in the past sum- initials on It After you've. Hit
it
mer's week is attributed to the a
were: Mrs. Torn Crider, Mrs. C. guided" attempts of the recent
them
Farm Bureau is proud
few times, you'll feel much betpeople's recognition of the need ter
C.. Lowry. Murray High School: Democratic adrrinistraticm to supYou may even burst out
of education materials in the home, laughing
Mrs. W R Walston. Murree Train. press inflation with prices controls.
Benson acknow'reged the privity
and the general trend in the proing School; Mrs. Doris Ezell, KirMating rugs and polling weeda
gressive reading program in this are also good
ksey: Mrs. L. J. Hill, Mrs. Art of the farmer' plight. _particularly
medicine for "getin
critical
drought areas. but earl
area.
Lavender, Mrs Wiley Parker, Hating it our of your system '
zel: Mrs. Bruan Murdock. Mrs. "The situation is already much
Most people spend too .4nuch
Thomas Armstrong, Lynn Grove: more stabilised."
time mulling over their own
"The American people literally
Mrs. Hugh Edwards, Mrs. Grace
weakness and shortcomings. Fagan
are
eating
out
us
of
the beef
Curd, Dexter:
on what is right rather than what
Mrs
Sherwood
problem.he
Blakley.
Mr
e
Sally
mid.
age
P.
passening
"Meat
is
Potts, Mrs. H.
is
Adams, Coldwrong with your personality.
ed away Mnerlay at 1•00 pm in
into stomachs and not into storwater: Mrs. Sam
Accentuate the positive. Refuse
McCutcheon,
Miss Jeanette Pena-hall
age.
home
Grove.
near
her
„Lenn
Her
New Concord: Mrs J. A. Outland,
to fret and Mew. Make a decision
The audience of about 1,000 meal crowned Calloway County Farm death came suddenly
Mrs Virginia
and then put the subject out of
Dixon. and Mrs.
packing industry members is it- Bureau 'Queen at the annual Comiis survive?' by one niece
She
Methodist missionary. Rev
Marjorie Barnett of the Health
Make an effort to
Carl your mind
self the object of an investiseation ty picnic in July
Mrs. Vera Camp of Detroit and W Judy. who has
Deportment
recently se- show your love and apprecration
one°
nephew,
ordered
by
Benson
Bob
Kelley
intO the
of
Lynn
turned
from Korea, will be the for your family.
When you read Jeanette': lore
-spread" between fallinz prices
Grove.
featured speaker at the
Your bread will come back butChurch
for meat on-the-hoof and rising you know that she is taking her
Mrs Hinkley was a member of Extension -Missionary
Institute pro- tered with a happier home atmoMURRAY JUNIORS TO
retail prices. but Benson only re- place in the home, the school., the the Salem Baptist Chtirch where gram
at
the
Firs:
Methodist sphere.
ferred to the investigation in pass- church, end in her community
the funeral will be held Tuesday Church on Wednesday at
Now and then. be a little sel2'30
MEET MAYFIELD
ing.
While her mother works at Pub- at 2:00 p.m. Rev H R Sorrell and
Other speakers include Rev B. fish Do
something by yourself
He commended the AMY for Is lic work, this industrous daughter Rey L. V Henson will nffleiate. 0. Clark and eV/alter 1,er
Under- that you particularly enjoy On
The Niter-ray High Junier High recent statement-eaultarsing the In- does most of the plannine pre- Burial will be in the Salem ceme- wood The Church Extension pin- the other hand. face
the responsisquad and the Mayfield Junior vestigation and pledging its co- paring, and serving of the meale tery.
arum is a part of the expansion bilities and work'
that muse be
for this family of five,
Pallbearer% will he Otto Chester, movement under way in the
Kith squad will meet at Holland operation
Meth- done Get an unpleasant lob ore'
Benson said his advisors, inettidJeanette does the family ‘;ask genree Black: Chastine Stone, odist Chureh during the
Stadium tonight at 4.45 p.m
1952-56 with quick You can tire yourself
utg cattlemen themselves, has" op- helps iron. and does the mendine Kent Miller. Jets' Miller end 011ie quadrenium The
Missionary In- nut wishing you didn't have to do
A sned Wade Is expected he- posed , direct price support sub' Always neat in appearance, she Conner
Hittite' is an anntial observance in It Practice tiirning off your
mind
Jansen the two teams. The Murray sidles by the government. .:15 1.n selects materials and pattesns for
The
Mae Churchill
Funeral the church. Nine charges are re- like an electric light
so that you
varsity woo over Mayfield in field crops. He said .he will not her clothes and helps witn , cone (Ionia Is
in charge of arrange- presented in Wednesclay'e meet- can rest and sleep It's not
ea.'',
mama play 14-13.
recommend any.
struction.
ments.
ing.
but you'll get more laughs.

Eating Self Out
Of Meat Problem
Says Benson

3 TONIGHT

Eight Weeks Effort To End
With Giving Of Many Prizes

Mrs. George Hart
Wins Recognition
From Company

Bub Hendricks
Funeral Held

IT'S FUN .. .
AUTIFUL WOMEN!

I

We Are

District Winners For Farm
Bureau Will Be Selected

Take It Easy And
Live Longer Says
Health Department

PTA Presidents,
Health Chairmen
Attend Meeting

ful thinking. He said flatly that
Russia now has "deliverable Hbombs" in plural quantity and that
American cities are in "real and
Imminent danger."

-Grandmother Has
Quadruplets
Sidney, Australia, Oct. 6 itT—A
erandmother euye birth today to
quadruplets in a farming town 326
miles northwest of Sydney and the
father 'Started hunting for an extra tent to solve his housing prnblem.
Mrs Ethel Hudson, 38, was almost sure she was going to bear
twins when her husband. Ellis,
40 a contractor, took he" to the
maternity weed in the Cllgarsdra
District Hospital.
The trip to the maternity ward
was not a new journey for Mrs.
Hudson. She had had five children by her first husband, who was
killed in World War 11, and four
by Hudson.
Like the old lady in the shoe,
the Hudeons had 50 many children they did not know what to
do--at least. as far as housing
them was concerned. So they had
the outskirts of town
Mrs. Hudson was not surprised.
settled down in two big tents on
then, when Dr Trevor Williams
delivered a 45-ounce boy and a
61 mince girl
She was somewhat
flustered
when the third child. • NS-ounce
girl, was born
and
downright
flabbergasted when she gave With
to the fourth child, a 53-ounce
daughter.

P H:iMANY

City Resident
Passes Away

Mrs. Jim Watkins. age 49. passed away yesterday at 1140 am
following an illness of three dwelt
She had been in poor health for
the past three years Her death
came at the Murray Hospital.
She is survived by her husband.
Jim Watkins of Broad Extended.
Murray; her mother, Mrs Clore
Johnson of Brookport. Illinois;
two daughters Mrs Doris Garland
of Murray' and Mrs Jimmy Shelton of Murray Route two; four
sons Hugh Neat of Detroit, Glenn
Dale of Milan. Tennessee, JO.. of
Dexter. and Harry Lee et Murray;
two brothers Garland Johneori of
Detroit and Grayson Johnson of
Brookporf; Illinois_ She has eight
grandchildren.
Mrs Watkins was a member cf
the North Pleasant Grove CumChurch
Presbyterian
berland
where the funeral will be held
afternoon,
2.30
p m.
at
Wednesday
Bro. Joe Ben Irby and Bro. Earl
Phelps will officiate
Burial will be in the North
Pleasant Grove eemetetry
The
Max H Churchill Funeral Home
is in charge of arrangements
ANNOUNCEMENT
The F N.A. Club of Hazel High
School will give a talent show aid
pie supper Thursday night October 8 iet 7 30 There will be :Acuity
to eat and good eutertainmen' for
everyone. Be there and help these
girls to make sonic money to buy
equipenent for their department.

Mrs. Blaklev
Dies Monday

Rev. Judy Will
Be Speaker Here
On Wednesday

P.
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1953

sparkplug of the Yankees wiped pous in victory.
clufa in their history.'' said little
the shoving lather off his face in
"Don't get the idea we were Phil. "I don't believe it was. Their seven World Series.
the quieting locker room .Monday ever _cocky aboiut it," he :aid. "We
As the little guy says, they "haul
team last year in my mind was
meht .iftei dilly Mai tilOs drama- just had a Plocid, solid feeling that
it all
way!"
every bit as good as this one.
tic series-clowning hit aad puked we were going to make it-buth
-1 sort of felt that they gained
back calmly oyes the whole sea- !the pennant and the series. This
pitching when they got Russ Meyson.
I has been that kind of a ball club. er this season-but
they lost a
"I -thought all along we'd win It knows it has to win one, and lot of puwet, too, when they let
the series.” he grinned. "We had it goes out and does it."
go of Andy Park°. As it Wined
more confidence that we'd do that
But once
the
petulant NISI out, they sure could have used
than we had that we would win wrapped up, Rizzuto admitted, that him quite a number of
times"
the pennant
Yankees had no qualms about beatThere have been insipuations
Will Be Given
'But we.hod 'ems both all the ing Brooklyn in the series.
from time to time that Rizzuto
way.- he added.
"There were some people who was at the end of the load, but
The "Scooter' wasn't being porn- called this the viseatest Brooklyn the "Mighty Mouse- of ti.e Yonkers shrugs off those stories.
Saturday, Oct. 10th
-1 had my troubles this year.
4:00 P. M.
he acknowledged.
But I don't
see any reason why I should worOn the Court Square
ry about being at the end of the
COME IN!
oad.
REGISTER NOW!
- After all," Rizzuto
conterided
with a chuckle. -I don't see why
SANK Soil AtiCkitffi
AT
FRAME TO PROTECT
I shouldn't stick around-and help
IT FQ0/4
us make it six in a
POTTED blit.ts
The Brooklyn Dodgers might be
against such plans, but it a cinch
TULIPS
orAtiCISSUS
HYACINTHS
the Yankees aren't. The "Scooter' has been with them 10 years
and in that time the Bronx Bombers have won eight pennants and

I
1

IKE CONFERS WITH CARPENTERS

the

ANEW
BEND1X
DRYER

AWAY FREE

College Scientists Tell How

,

at the Post Office, Murray, Itetoucay for
transmission es
Seeded Clam Mediae
• UPACRIPTION RATES. By c arner in Murray, per
week 1.0o- Pet
4111slit 115e It, Calloway and adjouileg counties.
sat, 119.30:
per
flaw?. MAL _
Vs—ItE;SD ri
6. 1953

LARRY KERLEY
COMPANY

(middle).
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER is shown with Richard .3. Gray
ASL-butUring and-csairsts leo i; tra..ks deiitart men t head.and Ida uric&
A Hutvliesen A ir 1.-1;nited Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners
ilaternehonaf)
nresident as they corder in the V.Itite House.

S!GIN! U. S.-KOREA MUIUAL DEVENSE ittEm

IP011111
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WE

SAY "Fiezz-!

By OSCAR FRALEY
ofth straight world championship
lord Trees Sports IS riter
today and oc,ording to little Phil
Lk:. 6 tl- The Nen Rizzuto. "We had it all the way."
Yankees owned their recencr The little man they call !hit

STOP! LOOK!
SAVE UP - TO 15%
On a Norge Home Appliance

. Amateur gardehers who have three inches high.
Before freezing weather betold ironies, and vvould like to
pursue their hobby in the win- gins. cover the bulbs with a
ter. will And daffodils and tulips heavy layer of oak leaves or
easy to flower in their homes, if straw. The soil in the pots
they follow the methods pre- should not be allowed to dry
scribed by research workers in out, but good and quick drainage
is esseltial. Bulbs can be kept
our Lrgest universities.
Simple but wecise instructions in this storage after the top
tohaprrobseig
dun
e .a alnodngb
erousgeh
a.
t
have been compiled. as a iude g
the house at intervals, in
commercoil flower growers.
order
Spring flowering bulbs are the
easiest of flowers to -force- into son of bloom.
When brought into the house,
bloom indoors for set cral reathe bulbs should be placed where
sons. One is that they do not rewill have light of 2,000 foot
they
eature as much light as most flowcandles, dining the bi ightest
ers, and will get enough in a
(.me of a sunny day. This light
sunny window, or 'even without
will give a reading of 500 on a
direct sunlight, if the day light
photographic meter,
supplemented by tight from We
when reflected from two thicklamps.
nesses of white paper. If there
The first step is to prepare sa
7 is MA enough sun, use sither
good potting soil, and obtain flow- tungsten or fluorescent lamps to
.er pots. which should be at least provide additional light needed.
6 inches in diameter if several
Temperature should not exbulbs are to be grown as each. ceed 70 degrees arid should averThen buy your bulbs, of good age 63 degrees by day, and 55 to
Favorite 60 at night. When first brought
varieties.
"forcingtulip varieties „sszth florists are in. it is best to keep them for a
Darwin and tottage types, such week or more in • light room
as Red Pitt. Bartigon. a red: with a 53 degree maximum temGolden Har‘est. a large yellow, perature' untfl'Mer 'items de-11111dret white: and William Cope. velop. Watering Omuld be careland. lavender: Large trumpet fully watched and the pots should
daffodils are the favorites, but never become dry at any stage
tjpes can be grown indoors. of growth.
As soon as the bulbs are obDo not try to grow tulips and
tamed they should be planted, daffodils indoors unless they
as they most spend from six can be kept cool day and night.
to 10 weeks in a tempetature be- because the closer they are
tween 40 and 50 degrees. Re. grown to 60 degrees the better
svarch men say exactly 48 de- will be their flowers, and 70 degrees is best. But if you cannot grees should never be exceeded,
provide exactly this temperature A sun-parlor or enclosed porch
Indocas. place the .pots in your cast usuaUf 46e kept coo, and
cold frame, first soaking the pe perspires near a window in
soil there with cold water.
the living room may be low
Sink the pots in the soil, cover enough.
It usually takes I month or
and
sand,
inches
of
3
with
them
shade the frame to preset.' sun- more for flowers to develop full.
been
bulbs have
the
shine raising the soil tempera- after
ture The bulbs will develop root brought into the house Any atgrowth under these conditions. tempt to speed flowering by
and should Era' kept there until loving higher temperatures me,'
,eLsab,,,i-irneent.
: 1.0 to te L ir
top shoots a -e at Ie.,

WE MEAN

FREE:

Suggestions for Fall Use of Cold Frames.

9;ODAYS SPORTS PARADE
1
I

Ll.. ASSLIRiS GOOD MAIN

.,

$1.00 Tube Pile Ointment
!Noted Clink Makee Most Unusual
Offer to Any Afflicted Personhe ('onnon-No Charge
There are no "strings':, we don't
mean free -with" something! We
mean Just this: In ortler to introduce it to anyone who is afflicted
with Piles Hemorrhoids) or any
similar rectal condition, the- Thornton Minor Clinic will send free
on request, a full-size $1.00 tube
.liot a mere sampler of Thornton
Minor Pile
intment-free
and
postage paid. Send,only...your full
name, age and address
A post
caid will do
However, this offer
is limited and may be withdrawn
at any time, so we suggest you
write at once. Address Thornton
Minor Clinic, 91I-A Linwood Blvd.,
Kansas City '9. Mo. This offer is
exactly as staled above-no charge-no ibtigat r
nu bill now or
later.

e
lt
i"
11. ts
,usrea
cutt:aY09 STATE John Foster Dulles and Korean Foreign 51
Y I Pyun affix their
the U. 8.-Korea mutual defense pact in State lepartment ceremony. Washington Dulles
earireased "sincere hope" that the U S Senate will ratify the trcaty immediately after Congress
convenes. Tim U. & boa similar treaties with Australia, New Zealand and 1;n:emit/lee i fereesseroymeo

IN OFFICIAL

PRE—ANNOUNCEMENT TESTS—

NEW '54 DODGE II•8
SHATTERS 85 RECORDS

Tulips Give Most Varied
Color Show of GarclenYear
•.:],, .1,.

.ind Ste

Ti.tn.:

Compare

them! Refrigerators. Stoves. Washing Machjnes. Deep Freeze Tnits. Everything to Make
Ivour dreams come true'

40*.,

Breeder Tulip

„„it NORGE

ELECTRIC
RANGE

ECONOMY HARM\ ARE
East Main

,

Phone 575

Cottage Tulip.

Darwin Toll,.

After looking at a iliab land. less vivid crolor scnemes. Here
'cape most of the winter, when is one flower whlch can be dc•
comes our eyes are {tended aeon to produce in the
Spring
hungry fir bright color Tulips I garden. the effect planned in the
provide a color feast, enabling us; fall. White or yellow tulips are
to plant our garden. beds .and I often used in masses, interplant, borders with every color In the ' ed with for-get-me-not. The wild
phlox divaricata, so plentiful in
e'is no flower family which4 woodlands. has pale lavender
"inb°
Therw
can equal the tulip's remarkably flowers - which are an excellent
ety, an,' those who like color foil for all the tulip colors.
si aid take :oil advantage or it.
The size of the bulb you plant
An;ong all tulips, in eel. r range, will determine, however, whether
as well fa size and he ght, the hoimal flowers develop. Tulips
tall, lore varieties exce..
are graded according to we.
. Al) types of these- g.ants are measured in centimeters. not by
popularly known-as- -Darwin- the diameter but by the circumtulips. though irivataloques they ferenee of the bulb. All bulbs sent
arenfividetr into several clans, us from Holland are inspected by
including Darwin. Cott a g e.. tat.Dutch government. which forBreeder, etc. (tilt the puli:ic is beds - any bulb to he exported
right ur considering them all sot which is less than 9-10 cent!.
moch alike, that they can be meters. fri circumference. This
in perfect bar- ..size. moreover, is only passed In
plaqted together
_
• ! Use case of early tulips. The_ tall,
snow
Select your
late tulips by tote tulips which are most porno;
color. therefore, rather than by I lir here, including the Darwin,
ancestry, and have no hesitaiton Cottage and Breeder types, must
, in mixing up the clans. so long be at least 11-12 centimeters it%
Inches' in circumference.
at they are weif arranged ifor
height, and harmony and blogioni; Bulbs smaller than this may hi
American
grown, or imported
;
at the same.lime.
While mixtares of tulips attract froth or through some other course
many. a teeny attractive display I try than Holland. ;
Do not plant in a enlor.ocheme
requires that balance of the
'verious canto which is seldom plan tulips which differ in Bowel-N.1nd in mixed bulbs. The most ing time. First to bloom are the
effective way of developing color specie! tulips: next the early
interest in your planting. Is to single and double sartetiern next
plant groups of oneo.ariety. from the Darwin hybrids including :he
5 to 50 bulb' depending on the Mendel and 'triumph classes;
scale of your circler". placing and filially the tall, late tulips,
each group so Mot itt beauty. is including the Darwin. Cottage
set off by companion troops: Ex- and Breeder types. the PariPt
trerre contriat is obtained by tulips and let, doublItvarieties.
While tulips may lie planted as
daring' the riCh. hot duller tones
e
ne•r groups of brighter colors, so late at the soil remtaninofreetrinhm
obtain
frost,
it is hest
'.hat each will enhance the ether,
selection
Is
while
the
Milton
still
lavenblues
and
many
are
• /bete
ders aniong the blips, which unlimited, and be ready to plant,
loing out the brilliance of the them as soon as 'killing frnstil
411.00 Wow I have destroyed +Os ra,
• yellok. Polk and red varieties.

Now '54 Dodgy V-11 femme 'weeds Ice crag from 18
^

•

eumwecon cons)

34 New Performance Records! 51 New Endurance
Records!
Never before in history has a new car.... even before
Announcement Day ... offered
the public such dramatic proof of all-oround
greatness

t;

Bonneville Salt

Flats Utah, 17 00
noon,Sept. 24. Ilere ,,i1;. :al

Testing Headquarters, the new 71

Dodge which will hepresented
this
Thursday-smashed It odicia! AAA
records for speed and acceleration-

The new Dodge with its si,
nsational Hod Ram' V-8 engine
traveled faster than any •
standard
American car ever clocked ulli:

cially by the AAA!

-

In tests of stamina
and endurance, too, Drip.
has already set
31 new reeord., as

this is written,
Wilt more pirrig
up. every hour.
drimatie arflievomont
in

fitrforrnance and endurance
is
matched by new
elegance, more
maoisive lung, Ii and
flashing style.
It

See this new
'51 Dodge his
*Dorlgelieitler's.
IS

./I

New Powernite Drive
Smashes 41 Records!

Fully-automatic - and fully
-proved' 41
records were set by a
()edge aquiptoed

Of the speed
and endurancn

with new
No automatic
PowerFlite Drive,•
transmisstait'la any tar
can match this
riso.ordi

TAYLOR MOTOR .co,

•

301 S. 4th Street.
Phone 1000

•

•••••••

•
•

,
4.0.5.1.411.W.

1
.0.1••

lot

11t
•••.

•
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ME atom: & /12128, MUk, N1t'tett
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TUESDAY, OUTOBER 6, 195:1

:RS WITH CARPENTERS

•At

Pure Ground Beef
It is shown with Richard J. Gray (middle),
uuction_tratkactepartment head. anti Maurice
ruled Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners
(Intarnationai)
er lp the White HOU3111.

Pound 35c

L DENSE Tici.:•A f

Harris Grocery
First Quality

Pinwale Corduroy

Sound Investments
A good five room house, running water, a good
store building and 12 acres of fine land located on
school bus, mail and milk route. Price only $4,200.00
--$500.00 down and the remainder in small monthly
or yearly payments.

RENT TESTS--;

E IPS
:CORDS

Maxwell House Coffee

Save Regularly

'ashes 41

Records!
If of the speed and

enduranc"
vi with ntw
Nwerflite Drivir. •
car can match this
resord!

Thurman's Furniture Co.

We can supply all your hunting needs,(Arts
of all kinds, ammunition and the far 'us

Economy Grocery

208 E. Main Street

Lee Overalls

Hairy Vetch

I

High or low back

At The

Duxbak Hunting Coats

$14.00 per Hundred Lbs.

Special $3.49 Each

•

and pants. Murray's only Browning
Automatic Dealer

Bank Of Murray

Kirk A.Pool & Company

Regular saving is your security for the
future

W.D.Shoemaker Seed Co.

Jeffrey's

Phone 415
a

The Nationally Famous

Don't miss this next week's Annual Sale of

Siegler Oil Heating Stove

DOROTHY

Urban G.Starks

Cleansing Cream Reg. $2.95
Now $1.25
Dale & Stubblefield

Margaret's Beauty Shop

Holland Bulbs

maiist-Tmsor3su

In ti,o,-; of stamina
and endurmce, too, 1401ge
has already set
nest ril.nrds as this
Is written,
vith more pithig up_
every hour.
dramatic achievement in
trformance and endurance
is
utched by new
elegance, more
lungth and flashing style.
Ste. this
tlf•Yr '51 I
411
/
1
41.
'hil'i•Aa'y tel Nino.
budge,flealer's.

39c Pound

85c a pound

Hunters

Any Model, see demonstration

e Records!
icement Day... offered
reatness

Beef Roast 4'

Easy Terms

Knight Grocery

10 Percent Off For Cash

A •n•r,co•

Wilson & Son Used Cars

Crosley Appliances

In Tin

$1.00 yard
National Stores

None other like it
During the Sale

,•

radio, heater, nice green original paint. Mechanically very good, exceptionally clean

Special $25.00
Belk"Settle

Phone 483

I.

Ford Custom"6"
$1050

values to $34.50

Tucker Real Estate Agency
502 Maple Street

1951

Fall Coats

When looking for good investments always
remember

In rust, gold,jockey red, wine navy, bn
hunter green, beige,royal, light blue, will
black pearl gray and green.

Foreign Minister Y I Pyun affix their
lepartment ceremony. Washington Dulles
'y the tr...i, y tr,rne,Lately after Congre,•
v Zealand a.,2 cl..iippines. I Iitermatsownt I

Extra Special
Purchase of Ladies New

Special

Pay By check

Home Of
Sherwin Williams
7—
- Products-

and you will have a receipt for eaah
transaction

Start An Account
at the

Murray Paint & Wallpaper

Peoples Bank

Your Rexall Dealer

it

107 Nortlath

Phone 323

Special Features

Special

Tulips

msminsoLi

1939 Mercury

Every Day

9,400 actual miles, 4 door, black, like new

Varsity and Capitol

Shirley Florist

L&R Motors

Theatres

Specials

End of Summer Clearance

SPECIAL

Men'sNew Fall Slacks

$50.00 Reduction

Deluxe Hamburger

Regular $12.95 now $9.95
Regular $9.95

On Any

French fries and cold slaw

35c

AQW_Na95

Serve! Refrigerator

• Graham & Jackson

Airlene Gas Company

Rudy's

Ten Varieties

Cold Wave Permanent

$1.00 A Dozen

Regular $10.00 for $6.50

•

-Co.
Phone 1000

Eat Better For Less ,
the
and
field(

Kroger

Nom

Seventh and Main Streets

1

•

•

..7fe""."••
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THN LaDOE.K & TIM

I WOMEN'S PAGE
Jo Burkeen, Editor...
. Phone 55 or 1150-M

UNILAIE, ILIANTWAY,

Mrs. Max Walker Is !
Honored At Stork
Shower On Friday

Club News Activities
Weddings Locals

Anderson county farmers expect
Mrs. Max Walker was honored
to have enough hay to carry their
with a stork shower held at the
herds through the winter.
beautiful modernistic
home of
Mrs. Charles Caldwell on ChestHagar Holton of Lee c iiiity
nut Street on Friday evening.
printed 75 sticks of leaves from
Hostesses for the occaaion were six-tenths of an acre of tobacco.
Mrs. Caldwell. Mrs. Joe Todd and
Mrs. Purdom Outland.

•

Mrs. Gene Potts Is Surprise Birthday
Hostess To Kirksey Dinner Held For
Hotnemakers
Earnest Phillips
_ . The Kirksey HomemakGroup
ers Club
A surprise dinner was given

TUBSDAY, OCTOBER
Roger Davis of Powell countY
sowed fescue and Ladiad clover
after the last cultivation of corn.

r

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Read Today's Classified Ads
-CHANGE OF COMMAND IN FAR EAST

Lurch „ill
Tuesday, October 6
Ni„. John The
house
was
decimated
for
met in the home at
The Jessie houston Seivice Club Pasco.
Mrs. Gene Earnest Phillips in celetuanonof
South 12th, at SC 11-thirty throughout in the coloarascheme of
• Potts for its Septembe
of
the
Woodmen
Circle will meet to'clock.
r mceting., his sixty-second birthday on Sunyellow and gre Cll.
The coffee
the first meeting of the new
•••
club day at the honie of his daughter, with Mrs. Lula Farmer at seventable held an arrangement which
r
year.
thirty eicler.:k. Mrs. Goldie Curd
was placed in a folded diaper with
Thursday. October 8
Mrs Retell Norma* of Murray
Mrs. Paul Paschall.
will be colarstess.
The Horne Depattment of the stir:inters extending front the arpresident, Rotate Five.
•
•
• callel
•
.
the meeting to order.
Murray Woman's Club will hold rangement to sides of the table.,
The dinner was served buffet
•
The roll call was answered by
The Woman's Society of Christ- its regular
meeting, at the club
The many lovely atilfy were placstyle in the yard: LAW
lauth. ian Service of the
• ten members. The four
First Methodist hoteZe at two-thirty o'clock Please ed under
visitors day cake holding siaty-two
an
i brella decorated
cand- Church will hold its general
were Mrs Johnnie Walker,
meet- not eltange iii meeting date.
Mrs. les WitS presented
in the slam frs
o
on the dining
to Mr. Phillips ing at the church at
Rachard NorswOrthy. Mes---James
• • •
two-thirty
table which w s overlaid with a
Those attending were Mr. and o'clock.
Pierce and Mrs. Joe Edd Sledd.
green linen cloth, The table also
•••
The club was glad to welcome Mrs. Tilmo Brandon, Mrs. Lela
held a large stork.
Phillips. Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
A rehearsal of the Murray High
Mrs. Richard
NorsworthY as a i''"'w
Gaines were played and the reSchool PTA Mother Singers sill
member making a total of them Brandon. Mr. and Mrs. Edd
cipients of the prizes were Mrs.
members. Miss Rachel Rowland bla, Billy Phillips. Harold Phillips be held in the hLh schol auditorMr.s Della
McCasey
Five ue Pat Ward. Mrs. Keith Mortis
Dale furl "tat 17.11.,11 ium at one-thirtv_olcdoe
-adso--prosesst
1 roma- is spentiitwo,we
•••
and' Mrs. Tam glenry.
Trig main lesson on •.Clothing Norman. Ildikv.es Brenda and PeDelicious refreshments were scrThe Jessie Ludwick Circle of I Mr and Mrs Bob M.a.Pry e
Guideposts, giving leading styles ttier,' Norman, Marion. Hazel and
- Lake Charles, La, Mr. Mowery eed. by the hostesses to the folthe Woniaras Associatian of
fabrics and colors, was presented Evelyn Phillips. Mrs. Earnest Philis the former librarian at Murray lowing: Mesdames Sant
Henry,
pa the
siesta and the bonutee. College Presbyterian Church will
by the leader. Mn. Kenneth
-PalJames Lassiter, BiU Crouse, Almeet at the church at two-thirty State College.
• ••
mer.
•• •
o'clock. Mrs. L. A. Moore wiJII be
fred Young, Allen Rose, Joe. Pat
The next incetir.g will be held
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Futrell have in charge of the program.
Mr. and Mrs Ben -Duke of Carls- Ward, Cody Caldwell, Bill Cashin the home of Mrs Paul Paschall left fcr Gallatin. Tenn.,
'7
••
bad. New Mexico. is visiting Mr. ion, William Caldwell, T. C. Colwnere they
say, Tuoroloy. Oellober 20. at Oat, will be residing for three months.
The Delta Department of the
M. Hollinwell and Miss 1.41liall
Hassel Kuykendall. D. T.
Ill.:1y o'clock. All members are
Murray Wi'man's Club will have Hollowell, West Main Street.
'Humphreys. Hilbert Jackson, Bill
uri..ed to be present and visitors
•••
charier meeting at the cluo 'louse
Fair, Cleatus Fair. Richaid Denaie always welcome.
at seven o'clock.
,Little Miss Phylis Mitchell, dau ton, Keith Morris, Jessie B. Mc• ••
N.
ghter of Mr. and Mrs, Phillip Mit- Kinney. Edgar Futrell, Wava Watinited
Group I of the CWF of the First chell, is visiting her grandparents, ers, Jimmy Rickman.
_and the
halin
E.
Christian Church will
a oh Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Mitchell of honoree.
•
, Stool a v.
Mrs. Jack Farmer at two thiity-' Memphis. Tenn.
Unable to attend but sending
•••
cluck. Mrs. PA. Hart and Mrs.
gifts were Mesdames Grayson McF. Schroader will be conostes- ' Mrs. Jalin Ryan has returned to Clure, Cleburne'
Adams, James_
Murray after a visit with her son. Kuykendall. Fred Workman, OliMarne of Miss Nellie MAO
•••
'Jean Ryan and family of Learns- ver Cherry, James Payne,
Joe, FOREIGN SECRETARY
.V.'yniati on North Sixteenth Stree*
Thursday, October 8
Anthony
tura
Howell Thornton, Loturne Burkeen Eden waVes
• was the scene of a potluck supto crowd outside 10
Wesleyan Circle of the
•••
The
Rudell Parks, Myrtle J. Wall, Pic- Downing street,
per !..d by the Fidelis Class of
London, after he
'A'SCS of the
Methodist
First
Rev. and Mrs. T. G. Shelton Laid Walker, C. B Buchanan
. G attended his first Cabinet meeting
the 1 St Baptist Church on Fri',lurch will meet with Mrs. James and _Mr. and Mrs
Terry Lawmen- T. Lilly and Edd Phillips.
since
he
became
Il,. He has been
a. s.
ening.
aoiter. 207 Soutfr-Hltita-at-severa, re—r—
e 4er:ding their vacation in
away recuperating from a surgical
A. B. L.:saner-gave an
• ::irty o'clock.
Miami, Fla They report lots of
operation he underwent in the
selevOttorion the theme of
The Young Matrons Group .ef rain green pastures
_
United States.
and
bumper..
(International)
the CWF f the First -Christian fruit r
ra,
alent, Mrs
Ire Fox.
er the ,business aession
p:eside
; captains selected the
The •
The. f.leldity,-Cirele •Citeas of the
na•
their groups
Mentsal aleir
rclt rngt.tat
-f.ve ladies enloyed the
the tylinis ..f Mrl.Nqia,-, .40,4
•-•••7
•ut. _nd petluck supper. Miss
Friday 'eskilling Wei $4•••rn-thirlty
Wyyr., s teacher of the clay.
ecclock with tivelve member:, and
•••
two visitors fireaent.
Pv•
.T. Gib- • Jr
Tuesday & Wednesday
Uri. Nolan Adams, present.
Fort Sackse'',
presided.
corsage
A
, of chrv-san.
"Woman They Almost
sperm
w.eicend
t I tem u ms WA* piesenteg- • to Mrs
cuts. Mr. an.: Mrs. W. J. Gibaon
Lynched"
Solon Darnell, previous and_ =Livia:
appointed teacher. of the class. She
with Johr Lund,
tacos-Peed her appzeciation of the
Brian Donlevy,
cursag...
Audrey Trotter, and
Thu dev..tion 55.15 given hy
Joan Leslie
Otis hatcher who used as her
NEW FIRST LADY of California is
scripture
lovely Carolyn Knight, daughter
reading
verses
from
listusstunks;
Tuesday & Wednesday
Psalms Mrs. James Campton led 11111110111111111111MW
of Goodwyn Knight. the lieutenant
re •
gesenwe who succeeds Karl Warid prayer.
Glen Ford in
ten as governor. Knight is a
Dining the business session th
"The Green Glove"
7
whioser, and thus his 20-yeargroup discussed future class Meetco-starring
old eaughtte. a L'niversax or
, ines -arid where each meeting is
Geraldine Brooks
Southern California coed, will
to be
held.
The treaubershai
have a lot of hostess:rig to do in
drive and IICW prospects for the
Sacramento.
elatersatiosiab
rlass were diseased
Mrlir7•Nolan
AcLusia Mrs. thabert Key and
Mrs Ott. Hat•de r were • i pointed
as rice robins of the vuitalion committee.
1 Games were played and refresh.
merit: were served by Mrs. Adam, The no xt meeting will be fleet
at the liana. af Mts. Otis Hatchei
oft Seuth Fifteenth Street in Nfivember.

Edon Sod( on Job

PERSONALS

i

6,1953

I

I

'First Lady.
'

I:idelis Class Ilas
Potluck Supper At
The Wyman Hotne

• ••
Golden Circle Class
Of llemorial Church
Has Regular Meet

'HOW 11 RING DOORBELLS'

. CLARK, who retires on October 7 as Commander of the
ns forces in the Far East, confers In Tokyo with Gen.
I (left), his successor. The generals had Just returned
(International Radiophoto)
lay visit to South Korea.

RSITY

TODAY
and WED.

col Gitlesq us/

Alimmimmw
'Lakeview Drive-In

WITH BEAUTIFUL
MARILYN
MONROE

95 Drive In

•

111•11111111=1111111M111

I

LINDSE 'S OCTOBER

WATCH

BATTERY SALE

[----F-ERSONALS
CLAD IN A ROBIN HOINII costume. Joseph Maestri. 3, Washington,
prentents Mrs Eisenhower., nonorary Community Chest federation
chairman, with • copy of "How to ftmg Doorbells" at White House
conlunction with current community Chest drive, (international)

We Nome A

GOODAEAR
BATTERY

34:
will
hi.
spend the wellhead with hi gran .
parents, Mr. and Mrs L. D. WI!
dams. and her pare Ms. Mr. an
iblre. Grundy Holland of Hada.
The Williams' who reside in Ge a.
rgetown, Ill., will also attend la.
, homecoming gee, ui
mt Miura;
!State College.

ADE IN SALE
3.1

Trade in your old wa h today for a smart new Bulova,
-Hamilton, or Elgin.
p trade in value during the
month of October.
LAY-A.W Y FOR CHRISTMAS

•

Cranberry Queen

At The Price You Want
... On Terms That
To
fi...!..r
Fit

Liberal
Allowances

BATTERY
RECHARGING
Fe:? Charge
Slow Charge

ELGIN

Choice
$3975

NV A N
$5.00 A 1.
For Your Old Batter) on a Ne‘‘

•
•

alk
•

GtHtti car

e•-•••..

A Fey Ness Goodyear Tires
600-46-4 pi' $9.% exchange plus tax
r
'•4 ph dk. $12.95 exchange plus tax
IRILOVA

coNIE • • • FIRST SERVEIY.
IA•4640 itI

(foul

Choice

For Value Shop At

BILBREY'S

ivOPco:AR AND I IONIE.SUPPLN

:

Choice
S4950

$3375

ast Nfain

Phone 886

• LAMIMMINUMM1111
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THE LEDGER & 'MIES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

COMMAND IN FAR EAST

FOR RENT: 2 HOUSES IN GOOD
location. Call 1374-J.
o6p

FOR SALE

FOR RENT-SLEEPING ROOM
R SALE-TWO BURNER KER- first floor. Close in.
301 North 5th
tote heater, small type. practical- St., phone
48X-M after b p. m.
new. 904 Sycamore, Phone or 1171 days.
•
o6p
4tIeEri
FOR RENT FOUR ROOM FURNR .SALE: WILL TAKE ORD- ished apartment, $60.60 per Month.
s for doll clothes. Sold individ- Larry Kerley Co.. Phone 135. o6c
lly or by the wardrobe. Have READY TO RENT-FURNI,SHED
inples to select from for eeveral apartment, 3 rooms, in dhplex.
pe dolls. See Mrs. Lynn Lassi- 1613 Miller Ave. W. Z Carter
o6c
on Bentoii Road u: Phone phone 379-J.
53-J
o7c

Lost and Fcund

7CTION SALE AT THE HOME
Roy Russ, two miles north of
FOUND: BICYCLE. Phone 092-R2
elle- will sell household
--vac
me hay inid-17..w farming tools.
Lie held Saturday, October 10 10 a. m., yin or Shine.
Dip LOST-BLAOK MA L,E COCKER
Aaplel wealtiihg g retell studded
'••
e
collar. Answers to name -Skip"
.Cl 1764. '
I. it., 07c

WAN ED

RF...itS WANTED:
rt. Night
Es or Phone 707

.

44
,_,NOTICE

U p
SeeggEgEr
vromx. Orr"TED: 0111-11171i
TO
AE,C ters, furnace cleamng and repair
t, 7 00 a. m to 4 30 p. m. shit( Installations. 'itntcher Sht•et
Met1204W or.
,..1780:
prgole 4156.

o retires on October 7 as Commander of the
the Far East, confers in Tokyo with Gen.
successor. The generals had jest returned
(Interne:tonal Radiophoto)
uuth Korea.
_

4 ,00lap, arisAyp

sostv,,

TED-RIDERS TO THE 4T Murray, Ky.
Energy Plant diDo)r,40 I /
e 1155-W . or see', ,Char),

u8p
•

Gets Atomic Post

TODAY
and WED.

TV

A.

FOR PENT
RENT-UPSTAIRS 4-ROOM
- apartment, -304
phone 601 days or 1249 nights
Inc

4,1

OR RENT: ROOM NEAR COLlot 1600 W: Main St Phone 891o7p
•
L RENT:' ROOMS BY THE
k,
modern
conveniences.
m heat, maid acrylic, See
Hotel National
.o8p

MARILYN
MONROE

that

1111111111111111111111=11111111=11.1

RENT: MODERN FOURhouse, electrically equipped,
hed. Reasonable
rent. Call
until 2:30 p. m.. C48 after
rue.
alp
RENT: GARAGE APART3 rooms. both. hot and cold
newly decorated. wifurnish•
1 1-2' South 12th St Phone
o7p

•

OffaltAt INANAGIR of the
Atomic Energy commission tem
he Mal Gen K. D. Nichols. 46
native of Cleveland. He recently
was deputy director of guided
missiles and chief of Army research ant development in likaehingtrin Ha 'succeeds Id them W
Boyer on Nov. 1. fintenatiorni/

WAIT! Shop fez- TeOPPOR7i,':
BUYS for R..;a1 USED CAR VALUES !

e

DUKE OF EDINBURGH IN GERMANY

1952

CHEVROLET 2-dr. Deluxe, .aclici,
dark blue with low o.ileaire.

1951 FORD VICTOR! A.
Hue

-IRISTMAS

1951 FORD Custom 6.

1951

Liberal
Allowances

1340

1340 WMR

AiMu

PHONE

HOSPITAL NEWS

DIAL

Very pier

.

-tr.-, 1- vt...
v

J

Gains n: the number Of paticnts treated were .caused by Li
rising populatien zina by an in- !
creased williegni-s on the part
of the mentally ill and their ferndes to use hospital facilities. tir
believe;,.
At the present rate of increase.
Kentucky's hospitals will have to
care for 8,000 resident patients by
1960, according to the ieport. The
hospital population has already surpassed previous estimates for 1954.

kent.r,

Redid..., heater.

Ettra clean with radio mod

PLYMOUTH. Two to choose from.
One is
a 7-dr, the other .ne a 4-dr. Both
e • ice.

/446

SERIES STRIKEOUT RECORD

3953 OLDSMOBILE "88" 4-dr.
New with Hydramatic, radio, heater, white-wall tires.
Tutone green. Several other ewtras. I tensed,
tax raid. Cood discount.

ir a smart new Bulova,
in value during the

FIVE

Has Yirr: Hold
Ou,Speed Kecord

Recovery Gain
Is Noted In
Mental Health

BREAKS

Finv

:TOBER
IN SALE

:4 14"

ag

NT. THREE ROOM IINIIVRI6ed apartment Bath. oil heater,
iced for electric stove. One block
lucre. Phone 406-W.
alp

WITH BEAUTIFUL

PAGE

Chiia
Icebox

v.;50. I
75e 499 mdes per holm
• •r,
.-vers ;aid the row,II
• .1
eel
in the 22.000 '' eust
horse pip.
a ship were "pist
....!Vt'n, Mich., Oct 6 beEL CENTRO. Calif., 34. 5 ith-- flashes of ...ote."
An aid
refrigerator
became
a
The
United
States
!,ht was concluded
. ay had a
to a report from the Depart- • nor s.,irt. "I l,ave long mid a
death trap Monday for four-yeer- fires hold. on the win:it's air speed under FAI rules but still require*
ent of Mental Health cited to- strung pe.sonal interest in the
old Pamela Pfishner.
record,
16th
the
a
ratificatieln
seorchine
753.4 miles per formal
by the organiday by Gov.- Latvrence W. Well- mental health problem, end ;1' am
child to suffocate in an ice box hour turned in by Navy Lt. Cnidr, zation to become official.
erby.
highly pleased to know that we
within the past two months.
James Verdin in a Delta-winged
first time a
the
marks
flight
The
Wetherby said that figures com- have been able to do something
Pamela's playmate,
Lila Mae F413 Skyray jet fighter.
carrier-based plane has won the
piled by the department for the about helping the unfortunate perinternational record and the first
,iscal year ending in June show- sons who come to our hospitals, Carpenter, also 4, was trapped
To eclipse the mark. competitors
with her, but was revived at a
time since US. Navy has hell the
ed a trend toward a higher rate. even though we have much left
would have to fly at nearly 751
hospital. It was the second time
record since 1947.
He said Mental Health officials to do. We will continue to work
miles per hour, under international
in three weeks that Lila Mae had
.1though pleased, are reluctant to for better treatment."
• rules which require a new record
been trapped in the same icebox.
Frankfort. Ky.-Greater
atten- base any strong* claims of progrein
to be one per cent better than the
Wettierby recalled that he ask- The first
NO NEWS BAD NEWS
time her mother found
tion to treatment of patients in on what is shown in the report.
old.
oukl al Oct 6 Itri --The Brooked for greater attention to neat- her after only
'
several minutes of
the four state mental hospitals
At is gratifying to Inc to know I ment of mental patients when he
lyn Eagle sadly proclaimed the
confinement.
The Douglas Skyray•s perfocin:
is apparently paying off in a lar- i, .1 we are making progress in first became
defeat of the Dodgers in Monday's
governor and that
The
refrigerator
was one of ance Saturday over nearby Salton
ger number of recoveries, accordeating out patients," the Gover- the Department of Mental Health
Series by printing no headthree used by Lila Mae's parents, Sea's three-kilometer course ex- World
a solid black streamer
line-just
was created on his recommenda- Mr. and
Federation
official
the
Mrs. Robert Carpenter, ceeded
across its front page.
tion by the 1952 General Assem- to store
Internatonale
Aeronautique
mark
live fish bait. Aware of
Tucked in the lower right hand
bly. Kentucky now has a fully- the recent
wave of ice box deaths, of 727.6 held by British let flier
corner was one small line of agate
recognized psychiatrist at the head the Carpenters
of
mark
the
Neville
and
Duke,
sefti they
of its mernaT health- program Tee- ly had
17-Oher Britis
warned. neighborhod child- 737:3 serly "Please omit flowers."
the first time.
Cmdr. Mike Lithgow, in Libya
ren to stay away.
The report shows that there
Mrs. Carpenter said she called. Sept. 25. LithgoWs flight was aFishing license sales figures in
were 1,404 patients discharged as her
daughter for lunch Monday failing FAX recognition.
recovered or improved during the and went
Wih the desert temperature hit- Tennesee. covering the past fiscal
looking for her when
year, indicate the influence of
year 1952•1952, compared to 1,214 she
failed to answer. She found ting 99 degrees. Verdin sped the
for 1951-1952. The figure was an both
times. TVA lakes on the growing recreagirls huddled, unconscious F4D over the course four
was clocked at 746.075. 710.414. tion industry. 1'VA said today.
-46-pereent-crver tbe Ttrifi-e-Rfrigerator.
Police estimat- He
previous year's total and an in- ed they had
been trapped abuot
crease of 14 per cent Vn the dis- an hour.
charge rate. The discharge rate
is the average number of patients
Police said a hole nad
For the Beet In Radio Entortainmela
beer:
fn the hospitals during the year punched in the back of the 1, ,
box but was not barge enough
compared to discharges.
Dr. Frank M. Gaines, Jr.. com- piovide air for both children.
missioner of Mental Heelth.
the rePoft- as "enciairaging" but warned against undue optimism over its , contents.
"The report shows that we are
moving in the right direction but
the raw figures quoted are not Visiting -Hours: 10:30 - 11:30
2:30 - 4:30 P
Wednesday, October 7. 1953
conclusive enough to show just
7:00 - 8:30 P.M. what progress we're making. We
Census
2:05 Music for you to 245
- SAM Farm Pregrom
have worked- tilt fitsapprOxim.i'W •
2:45 Public Sei vice
815 Farm Program
Patients Admitted ...
6
rate of recovery as well as our
News
Patients Dismissed
04.5 Calloway capers
6
record system
allows
but we Monday's
3 05
0° Western Caravan
complete re-cord follows: 0:55 News
have no way of knowing what will
3:15 W !fftern Caravan
Patients adrnoted from leritay 7.00 Clock Watcher to 8 00
happen in future years to these
5:00 pm. to Monday ;i:00 pin.
3:30 Music ter Wednesday
it:00 News
patients discharged or how their
Mrs. John Rayburn and baby 11:15 Morning Devotion
3:45, Music for Wednesday
illnesses compared in the first boy.
P.O. Box 2,45. Hazel; Master 830 Organ Retti ,•••„
4:00 Postcard Parade to b:00
place to patients in a previous Randall
Lee Greenfield. Ht. 1, 8:45 Morning Specie,
5:00 Sports Parade
year with whom we're comparing Benton;
Miss Connie cassity. Gol- 9:00 Moments of De /ono°
5:15 Teatime Topics
THE DUKE Of ID(NBURON (right). nusband of (Queen Eliza oeth of cereal
them:'
den Pond; Miss Katy Unii. 1407 9.15 Melody Time
510 Teatime Topics
Britain, returns the salute as he Is- greeted at Luneburg Airport in
Dr Gaines said that a new sys- Olive Blvd..
9::20 Melody Tune
Murray; Mrs. R. L
5:45 Sagebrush" Serenade
West Germany. The Duke piloted a twin-engined RAF for the flight
tem of keeping records v.e.s start- Hopkins, Dexter:
9 30 Melody Tune
Mrs. Ji:11
6.00 News
lie is visiting the 6th King's Royal Irish Hussars. of which he In
sod shortly after the hospitals were kins. 620 Broad St..
Murray; Mrs. 9:45 Melody Time
6:15 Between The Lines
'Monet-in-Chief. About 190 Hussars served in Korea. (International)
put uncle' the Department of Men- Robert H Kelse. Rt. 1, Lynn 10:60 News
6 30 Western Caravan
tal Health. Future reports will Grove;
Mrs.
Charles
Jerrold 10.05/51SC Chap, I to 11 00
6 45 Weste„i Caravan
be much more complete as
re- Scates and baby boy. 203 No. 16th 11:00 1340 qiuti
7:00 From thg Bandstand
"4 01 the new; swam be
St- NAV-MY: Vs. EN1e. legato 11:15 1340 Club
'TigrereespAW Handstand
The 1.404
patients dischatted and baby boy.
3, Meirray.'1Ifi. _1:30 Favorite Vocals
7:30 Church of Christ Revival to
;
last year included 710 d.scharged Treim,n
Baucum. 6th St., Mur- 11:45 Gospel Hymn,
8:30
directly from the hospitals and ray; Mrs. Amos Perry and baby 12:00 News
8.30 Design for Listening
694 placed on trial visi:s home. buy. Rt. 1. Buchanan Tenn.; Mn
12:15 Noontime Frolics
8:45 Design for Listening
Anothei 528 had tii be returned to Joe Harristen, Rt, I. Hardin; Mrs. 12:30 Church of Christ
9.00 Platteitime to 9:6
he hospital tor further treatment Joe Easley and baby girl. Rt. 1. 12:45 I.uncheon Music
9:45 Public Service
Lynn
Grove;
!slash. r Rodney Ttd- 1:00 Record Shop to 1:4a
*Bei trial visits.
10:00 News
•
well. Rt. 2, Murray; Mrs_ Carl Ray -1:45 Public Servie
d
10:15 Listeners Request to 11 00
Despite increased dischaig‘ the 10th and Vine St.. Murray.
2:00 News
moo Sign Off
number of resident patients in
the lliTtal Health sylneur rose
durinj the year from 7.119 to /.2711
an increase of 2.2 per cult. The
17 el 4 pi.r c,•44t ede-.ssions than our-us
year.
There
•
s• • ,
first aeint-•ens and
1211 .
• - • .ss. O.s than dur- '
ing
,

tARt ERSKINE, 26, pitcher for the Brooklyn Dodgers, chalks number 14
Osi toe 4/easing-room blackboard at Ebbets Field after setting • record
Of 14 strike-outs against the Yankees in the third game of the World
64 : tea Ersiune's14 eclipsed Series mark of 13 set by .Howard Ehmke
at the l'hiladephia AthleUcil in 1929.
(Internotl(0141 Excisuisue)

1950 FORD 4-dw Custom "8", 4-fir with radio, heater, white aide wall tires. Ewtra low • ileage.
Very Sharp.

v..

Despite the increase in patients,
32 fewer patients died in the four
hospitals last year than during
1951-1952.
Buff tail tips distinguish the Rio
Grande wild turkey from other
turkeys.

Have You Wanted To

11"

1950 FORD 2-dr Deluxe "8" with radio and heater.
22,000 actual miles.

Aigur

Remodel Your Kitchen

1950 OLDSMOBILE "88" 2-dr Club Sedan.
Two
choose from, both are clean
with
radio,
heater, hydramatic drive, white wall tires,
and dark green paint.

trom the premium gaiotine first in its field

New Cabinets, build a garage, add
Pm

1950 DODGE 4-dr with radiO, heater, Kentucky license, whitewall tires. A clean local car.

a room . . . Tile Board in the bath

1949 CHEVROLET 4-dr Deluxe.

and a hundred other items.

1949

MERCURY CLUB
wall tires.

COUPE.
Extra clean.

1947 FORD 4-door "8".

Good shape. '
Heater, white-

YOU CAN DO IT NOW!
by having only
10c't OF THE COST

Cheap.

1950 GMC three-quarter ton truck.' 'Heater, Kentucky license.
Practically new 6-ply tires.
Overload spring. Cattle rack. Extra clean.
tt good truck buy.

A few other fine cars to choose from

Yes, put down only 10 per cent and pay the rest in monthly. payments
in as long

le,I

as three

years

Call 72 and Ask For

. WILSON AND SON
USED CARS
Main at 7th

Phone 314

Rdibert Hopkins

C. L. Sharbrough

CRO
'EXTRA

Dave Hopkins

Calloway County Lumber Company
North

Fourth Street

Phone 72

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

CROWN EXTRA is mined in the South
for Soutlliern motorists and sold by a
Southern company. The superior
base stock, currently changed to fit the season,
iisures correct balance of all Se.%
high-performance qualities:

Quick-starting
Fast warm-up
high anti-knock
Full npoesnywerine
-operation

long mileage
Vapor-lock prevention
Tr' CROWN EXTRA! You will get the
finer performance you expect and
realize why it is the leader in its field!
It

STANDARD
OIL

NT111- V

11111.
11r
111=1.1111.1111
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Youv

AT

VECASH

TIJEAPAY, ocTollft, 6, 1W

THURMAN'S FURNITURE

-BATH SET
MAT and LID COVER

Lush chenille in assorted colas'

3-Pc. Suite - Double Dresser, Chest, and
Bookcase Bed. Blonde, Lime Oak, Walnut,
Mahogany. From

811c

$159"

Dress up your bathroom!
Beautiful, woffl• pattern
both mot 1800—Full sir•
cover.

CHROME PLASTIC DINETTE SUITES
Many to Choose from
5-Pc. Suites from

'59.95

Complete
Line of

7 WAY

'"You

get

JAMISON'S famous SOFA BED
and matching CLUB CHAIR in genuine Nylon

FLOOR
LiMP

CROSLEY

'8.95

Appliances

PLASTIC COUCH
20 Guage Plastic
Makes a Bed . . . Covered Arms
$89.95 Value
Only

69.95
Special

,ittee this nationally advertised

WOOSTERWARE COOK SET

CHECK THESE
OUTSTANDING FEATURES:

Plastic

FREE OF ANY EXTRA COST

Platform

Segel& catudoeft4mect.termed to duet04(
• A sofa and a bed- all in one beautiful piece!

• Genuine Nylon upholstered -first time at this low price!
• Roomy, comfortable styling!
• No sag, with innerspring construction!
• Rubberized hair filler!
• Sturdily built for years of wear!
• Your choice of color!

Rocker

EXACTLY
AS
PICTURED

419.95

This genuine WOOSTERWAREmo+

Linoleum Headquarters

sells all over America on the Party Plan for $99.50.
It's the new waterless way to cook.

Gold Seal
and

• saves you tood — less shrinkage without water!
• Saves you fuel - less needed without water!
• Saves your health -needed vitamins not cooked out!

IVIainitex
'

is
9 and 12 Ft. Widths

THURMAN

Cut ANY Size

FURNITURE COMPANY
East Main Street
Murray, Ky.

9x12 - $6.95, $8.95, and
COT*

in

today and ns• for yourself. A real baraain like this
will cell iiud fait!

50 Patterns to Choose

4.
, %••••••

•

••

-

•
rasomIn•Ipte
_

--'•—•••=neerisons•—"""*".

\

.• ---'--wereAell

r

$10.95

From

-

---ts!-r!iegOsetiliff!!P

octolltft 0, 10tR

TtrEn&Y, oChilltit 6, Ma
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PAGE ONE

sox

MURRAY

IMRE

Opportunity
Days
PRICES GOOD
Thursday - Friday - Saturday,

SPECIAL - One Used

Hot Point Electric Stove

$5.40 Off

Good Condition

On Any Overcoat

$34,95

In The House

Murray Home & Auto

Corn-Austin Company

,

See Hill 111V
For Good Used Cars

Buy now at

Hill's Used Cars
4th & Walnut

•

Seat Covers

Guaranteed cars at low finance cost

Bilbrey's Car & Home Supply

Phone 589 210 East Main

STIC DINETTE SUITES
from

$59.95

Clearance Sale on all

Phone 886

SPECIAL $13.95

Dominion Sandwich Toaster

Complete
Line of

$9.95
Economy Hardware

CROSLEY

East Main

Phone 575

Appliances

$98.50 Wool Carpet

Girl's Rayon Panties

Perfection Oil Heater 4'

9x12 Alexander Smith

Reg. 59c Special this week

Five Room Size

Special $84.50

3Pair $1.35

Special $79.95

Riley Furniture & Appliance

Love's Children's Shop

Duo-Tonic Permanents

Pure-Honey With Comb

Regularly priced at $15.00

Five Pound Jar

E.S.Diuguid & Co. /

SPECIAL-Women's and Misses

Brown Penny Loafer

r-

Genuine Hand Sewn

IC COUCH

$4.95

luage Plastic

Now

Size 4 to 10-AA-B's

Family Shoe Store

. . . Covered Arms

301 Main Street

$69.95

Phone1556

FOR

Call 44

Plastic

Jean's Beauty Shop

Superior Laundry

Piano Music
15c Per Copy Chuck's Music Center

Platform
SPECIAL

Rocker

$19.95
Linoleum Headquarters

Two door sedan. Excellent Condition
reduced to

11
.35

$845.00
Swann's Grocery

Hugo Wilson Motor Sales

Across from Postoffice

Special Group

Quality — Courtesy
Special

szso

1950 Mercury

60c Tube Prell Shampoo
2 for 69c

Maxwell House Coffee

Wallis Drug

Tolley Food Market

lib. bag 85e

Guaranteed Satisfaction

Hotel Style

$1.00 Off On

Inner Spring Mattress

All Artemis Slips 1 •

Regularly $49.50

$34.50

Won't Ride the Figure

Murray Fashion Shoppe

Crass Furniture Co.
Dinette Suite

••

Washington Oil Heater

Reg. $119.95k Save $30.00

Cast Iron Heating Unit 85,000 BTI.J
With Thermostat

Now $89.95

$107.95

Purdom's,Inc,

Gold Seal

Phone 682

A.B.Beale &Son •
Phone 36

1847 Roger's Bros. Hermitage Pattern

and

57 Piece Set Silverware

Mainitex

ANY Size
$8.95, and $10.95
to Choose From

Double Blanket

Ladies Nylon Hose "

21-inch screen, Regular $279.95

70x80, 95 percent cotton 5 percent wool

First Quality, 60 guage, 15 denier

Now $79.75

Now $229.95 :c

Special $2.98 pair

$1.00

Lindsey's

Johnson Appliance

Littleton's

Adam's Shoe Store

Regular value $105.25

2 Ft. Widths

RCA Television

‘.
,
- ArervaermepoisJ_____-

•

•
•

•

•
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-

IAA
TOMS

Opportunity
DAYS

Gabardine, Durable, Water Repellant, Du Pont Zelan rayon and
acetate topcoats.

a Ounce Water

Number

and Iced Tea

GLASSES

$16.50

,-...

Seconds

..

CANNON

.1.

'8 For $1.00

130 Count

SHEETS

4 Piece

,

CANNISTER
1iEr
SETS
ui
_ $1.00

ALL WOOL TOPCOATS
GABARDINES
Gray - tan - brown - blue
PINCHECIICS
FLANNELS

• Special

$2,29
Number 1

6 AND 8 CUP

$29.50.$34.50

66x80 1)ouble Cotton

84108

,

15c

in gray and tan

Percolators
'$1.00

.

MEN'S NEW FALL

100% All Wool
SUITS

WOODEN -

_

CANNON

-

$29,50
Men's Archdale New
Fall

Men's Bonnaire New
Fall

'Ties
$1.50

.

SPECIAL

Nylon Hose,

2For $1.00
3For $1.00

Men's White

LARGE HAND TOWELS
Z9e Each

T-Shirts

4For $1.00

Handkerchiefs

. 8for $1.00

Special 12 For

$1.00

Men's New Fall
"
Leather

Men's Fancy.Sgort

. Sock

Belts

Regular 25e
5 Pair

• Special
$1.
00

$1.00

Men's Extra Good
Quality

Men's Fancy Sport

Sock

Sport Sock

Regular 39c
3 Pair

59c

2 Pair $1.00

$1.00

LADIES
FIRST

$4.95
);91:14

NYLON HOSE
Extra Sheer LOO Pair
IRREGULARS OF
A REGULAR $1.00 LINE
OF HOSIERY
SPECIAL FOR .THIS S

Extra Special

$1.00

FALL COATS

Regular 15c Wash Cloths, 8 for . . $1.00

TRASH
CANS

$100

Values

Foul( ct'e
COFFEE
MAKER
•••

II)

$34.50
Special for this sate

$25.00

Panties
SPECIAL
$1.00

,

LADIES NEW F ALL

$1 00

Handbags
Purchased Especially
For This Sale

LARGE

BREAD
BOXES

Purchase of Ladies
New

3 PAIRS REGULAR
39c Ladies Rayon Lace
Trim

ONE AND ONE-HALF QUART

DOUBLE
BOILER
$1.29 Value

got

Lace Trim
SLIPS

Regular 10c Wash Cloths.. 12 for $1.00

Men's Regular White
10c

Special

$3.95

LADIES RAYON

STEP ON

Handkerchiefs

BLANKETS

$1.00
Plus Tax

$100

Very Special

One Table

$1 00

LADIES

Purchase of Ladies

Nylon
PANTIES

FALL COATS

VALUES TO $1.91

,Special.1.00

" -Ira%4•1 AlliMMOMMOINV

Values to $19.50
Special for this sale

$15.00
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88c

2for $1.00

Men's Regular 15c
White

66x80 5•11,0re9nl Wool Double

LADIES NYLON HOSE
Ladies First Quality

HEAVY CANNON TOWELS
39c Each

Special
59c

$1.00

$2.00

HEAVY CANNON TOWELS
Irregulars of Regular $1.00 Values
SPECIAL

Solid and Fancies

T-Shirts

$2.95

A Real Value

Ties
$1.00

Men's White and
Solid Color

BLANKETS

QUALITY

SHEETS
Special

Good Assortment of Colors--

SPECIAL

74x84 5 Percent Wool Solid Color

BLANKETS

130 Count

8for $1.00

$2.95

81x99

Salad Bowls '
\TAP'

and Materials

BLANKETS

70x80 5 Percent Wool Double

Seconds

Regulars - Shorts - Longs

BekSettle

,s •
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-SOPRANO SINGS BASS ATBING

Time Heals
Ideas About *
Franco

brIghtens the Fall with stripeb.f

By PHIL NEWSOM
United Press Foreign News

NI
Carr
ed
1952
I nai1,011
•hot
hint
1004

toil

$2.95

mc
ea

Iris
•--•••••

Wool Solid Color

•

$2.95

Because she chooses with studled
cart and instinctive judgment she
knowingly selects this supple
tailored Four Hundred suit of

Vool Double

distinction by Betty Rose Her
merited choke is fashioned in

$3•9,5

dramatic, colorful KaMo Twist
virgin wool with romantic contrast

20-

of scolloped braid at the shoulder

lool Doublft

ond pockets. In Harvest Brown,
Blue, Red, Grey, Rose.

$4.95

Sizes 8 to 18.
at

$45.00

)
L.iiii .

•

I

i
t

Fa

os footurod is HARP!R'S BAZAAR

L

IOSE

. .4

Gay Gibson takes one striped sweater top, adds it to one slim
trouser-pleated skirt and comes up with a two-piece outfit
of infinite zest. All wool heather jersey in brown with

er $1.00 Pair

chartreuse; charcoal with

rid. Sias* 7 to

15.

918.95

Littleton's

YLON HOSE

Exclusivoly Ours...

•

ArroW:nArrowl

4.,

Littleton's

des it here with a maximum of duirmi nis draw is ram
with stitching scams tot betlice and pockets.
1
Grey ot brows.
fasea10 to 20. _$14.93 •

tris

iterranean.
The only weak spots left are
Communist-controlled Albania, already isolated. and Britain's die.
ute with Egypt over control- oil
se Suez now closer than at an
gip
me before to settlement.

The top 50 coal companies accounted for one-half of total
luminous coal production in 1952

L'A I Gi.
*0

ha
In
In
WI
At
ty
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&ie.See these and ,
others from our
Just-arrived coUcc.
lion of Fashion Lists
- for Fall.

The slim look is the DOM look Mint mid

;lopt,

or

The passage of time, among nations as among individuals, heals
all things.
Thus, in the not too distant,.future, ancient Spanish cities and
ports will begin taking on a new
look, new roads will wind thorough
Spain's mountains and new equipment will roll along her revitalized rail system.
All this the result of her newlysigned 10-4/ear defense past with
the United States, and 2226.000.000
In American money.
Such a pact would not have been
possible as few as five years ago.
Bitterness against Generalissimo
Francisco Franco and his me-time
close ties with the Hitler and Mussolini regimes ran high in the
United States, and even higher in
Britain and France.
But the passage of time dulled
some of the bitterness and in the
•
of e Metropolitan opera for Helen meantime a new enemy-Commu1W._S NNW CMS Insteadth
Tranbel, shown at piano in Neir York, following an exchange of nism—arose. And there is n'o arlitters with Met general roanagse Rudolf Bing (inset). Charging guing the military value of Spain
Fringe who thnfabe-downed her night club engagements, with "rank in the defense of Western Europe,
snobbery,' the Wagnerian soprano pointed out that 'America has nor of Franco's own ...tred for
produoed Wwealth ofdne popular music •-• 8 I think the time ha.. Communism as Spain's dilapidated.
come for American artiste to recognise that American folk musio financial Condition that caused her
ifstersattortaii to abandon the neutrality which
III as much In their province an Wagner •a $"
helped her avoid two world wars
and take a chance on an even
bigger, dealier third one.
For with United States ships outfitting at Spanish ports r.rd atom
bomb-carrying
planes operating
from Spanish airfields, Spain herself is a target.
Regardless of personal feelings
one way or the other about Spanish politics, the signing of the U.
S -Spanish pact dealt out iinollter
what has been a recent series of
defeats for Russia.
Spain, nestled behind the Pyrenees, is an ideal last-stand bastion
against any sudden Communist
sweep across Europe—a sweep
which our' military planners say
would be a certainty in the vent
Cage has. new and wonof any attack now and in the
state. of Europe's present defenses.
/ derful way with textures...
Her airfields are even better
uses them to compliment you
than England's because Russian
and your Fall wardrobe.
bombers would have to fly farther
Here, two version'...
over unfriendly territory to reach
the Mercedes la
them, and better than Africa's bevelour of cos.
cause they place our own bombcolorsi
ers closer to their targets.
Further. the Spanish pact now,
the Modesta is
finally, locks the door on the Medkitten-soft

Littleton's
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lad's-woof,
SWEATERS
by
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WI,
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iftiP 1
our imported, ^)hrents are die
want
Yen waist
crinkle cut the
beat of everything. leo to*
natural. So it's only natural that
of you give your young:::
suede many
United St•tes Savings Bonds.
MUM
yoeur yeamirebnall

ittl
At

go

ably no gift is more rewarding than
this gift with a future. Sammie
when those Savings Bonds maatiare,
your youngster will gal a return ot3
foor dollars foe every three dollars
you invest . . . extra money that
hell need for whool or college lapos,

'
Re
Is

•

cit.

Give your youngster--any rower
ster—a United States Sa•ings Boot
—the improved Series E Bond. lei
one of the beat el ad gifta—a gil
voiain • f0aloomi.
_

hot
14'h
hnr

flew dIntendonal

Nal
tha

matured wool styled

amo

by bony Nom In this

but
St
wou
tell

&
pipits Killin

Paris Inspired oil.
purpose coot with soft
natural shoulder
line and &op

WOO
Ffer
d"sli
fort
?IOUS

Very Special

s..

*di
to
aid
ha
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Ca

FALL COATS

Co.
Cr'

Values to $19.50

kick pleats, slash- pockets. Self-belt:
10-18
$7.95
Carry-all pocket and deep kick pleat. Selfbelt; 10-18
$5.95
Classic fly-front skirt with self -belt; 10-18
$7.95

ice
thi
wil

I

Sizes 8 to 18

$39.95
E;tclusinsly
Ours..•

ALL WOOL FLANNEL SKIRTS

iNvo

an

Special for this sale

turn-back cuffs.
Tan, Grey, Gold.

Short-sleeve classic slipon; aiZeg
34 40
113.911
Long-sleeve classic cardigan; siZPS
34-40
$5.95
Short-sleeve
with
new.
slipon
notched collars; 34.40 .... $5,95
Long-sleeve jewel-embroidered cardigan; 34-40
$10.95

one

Purchase of Ladies

$15.00

f
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As Seen in CHARM
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ouiem with murder ot°
his Dad.
James. Jr.. Mi. James Dodd, 32.
weeps In felony isourt in cateaire.
Dodd. a machinist, admitted he
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Story Finally
,Out Hole
In Doughnut

VINO
Nutt6.63
BY A.Acc /QIN
"""wwilinewegit •

On

1 -

i 1 ./....s.)
."c tIOLLAR DAY DINNER
a
Dinner or a dollar will add
By H. D. Qt'IGG
to
.ou,- reputation as a good
mane-' t United Press Staff Correspondent
,er and 'a superb cook.
Forty-flve
New York. UPI—An 87-year-old
white-haired New England woman
told today the true story—told it
shi, he..rd it at her father's

I

I

knee—of the wild night at sea in
1847 when her father made history with an invention.
It's an invention
which
has
played a part in two World Wars
and in the Korean conflict and
which, despite all Russian claims
to the contrary, is beyond peradventure America's own.
Mrs. Isabel Gregory Bailey. Of
Montpelier, Vt., who comes from
Maine seafaring stock, is spry far
beyond her years. So spry, in
fact, that she spent most of her
first night in New York in a night
club and was just eating breakfast
at 11:30 a. in when interviewed.

COUPLE OF FIRST FAMILIES
minutes in your kitchen ...
and
limier will be ready for the
table.
Pop the food into the oven
in
this order—potatoes, fish
and a
Kalloped tomato, okra and
corn
rasserole. Celery suck, bread.
butter or margarine and tea
be made ready for the table can
while
the main part of the
dinner is in
the oven.
One Pound al Flab
Frozen fillets of fish are ready
to cook when partially thawed.
One pound will serve four
because they are waste-free.le
i
To Dubs
'Dip fillets in salt''
- d milk (14
teaspoon salt to -14 esup
then
fine crumbs.
Place in greased baking
Brush with melted butter, pan.
margarine or salad oil..
I
Bake in moderate oven (350'F)
twenty-five to
thirty minutes.
Do not cover or
turn.
.....•
Take care not
to overcook the
fish. Fish is done
when it flakes
easily with a
fork.
Southern Scallop 4..
1 small onion, chopped ,,i,_
1 tablespoon butter or
margarine
1,
No 313 ran okra
No. 313 ran whole kernel corn'
No. 30 can tomatoes
le•40
1 teaspoon salt _
teaspoon
AN' _`1,
f
IF teaspoon
ar
t
PPer
blespoon

'

FIRST FAAUUES of the U. S. ana Panama stand at the White House
as President Eisenhower (left) and Mrs Eisenhower are hosts to
Panama President Jose Antonio Remon a.nU seLora. (international)

-..V4

There have been so many conflicting stories lold of the circumstances—and methodology--of Capt
Hans Gregory's invention that his
daughter decided she must make
public the simple truth for history's pages.

As in the case with so many important scientific events, Captain
Hans came- upon his 'neat disceery almost by accident. It was
aboard a trade ship under sail in
Mid-Atlantic, with the sea kicking
up and the rigging groaning. a
night for purposeful action, that
Captain Hans went to the galley
and invented the hole J.n the
doughnut.
The doughnut had no hole
fore that night in 1847.
Those. were plain, inventilat,
round cakes the rook was fry,.
when Captain Hans picked up
couple of just-done _lanes.
"He was very fond of then.
Mrs. Bailey said. "Not everybe.
is, you know, but he was. We.
he found they weren't cook,
through the middle. The Inioild.•
part was soggy."
Hans Gtegory wasted no. a mi
Ole. He grabbed a belaying p!,
"He put a hole right through t•
cake, knocking out the tionav__Dilr:
said Mrs. aiilcy. "And that a
the beginning of the doughm.
so niy (tither told me."
Mrs. Etztiley came here to conf:
on plans for a 106th anniverts
elebration of the invedtion—a
tival in Camden, Me., where .•
1547 a monument plaque to Can
lain Hans was unveiled.
Past accounts have varied abc.
the invention. One said Capt...
Hans hung the cakes on seokes

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

6, 1953

the ship's wheel while at the helm
in a storm. Another was that he
had then hung on pegs in the galWhat is probably the oldest wild
1y to conserve space. Vase.. All
false. Now you know tilt, buth.1 duck on record is one shot on the
Sartian Ranch in California Dec.
Have you read the Classi- 27, 1952. It was branded at Lake
Merritt, California, Dec. 8, 1932,
fied Ads today?
making it at least 29 1-2 years old
when shut.
_
' • -The fact that the blood in their
gills flow in one direction 'and the
water in another ertubles fish to
utilize the oxygen in water most
effeciently.

BIG LAUNDRY SPECIAL
Wash, Dry And Fold
BUNDLE
Wednesday - Thursday - Friday and
- Saturday

YOUR ONCE-A.rf
GOLDEN GP;
_'6á'

29 lbs. $1.39
Cash and Carry
Fast Service! Individually Washed

BOONE
LAUNDRY
CLEANERS
South Side Court Square

"""selliw

or'Washer

eao inafeh

e,

.&44/teg

the‘

es*tinghotis'e

c%
teti
p buttered .4,,- •
crumbs
. •
Coox or...an in
-"until oat but
ot brown. Drain vegetables.'
eornbuse with or..on and seasonblgs.
ar into baking dish red tap
with buttered bread crurnbs and
grated cheese.
'
o•r•fi
Bake in moderate oven (350*F1
to twenty minutes or until
ere kghtly browned.
c
)1 r,' e
ts•Ai•stfie

UNDROMAT°

fifteen

_.,ii-Q-0-K-Akize‘•t-.....

MO ,ttliatISO. Oinissait,,tir 2
--•"......111-- -

Before you buy—make a feature-by-feature
other washer ...

comparison with any

COMPARE WITH MATTRESSES
SELLING FOR $5950!

Only LAUNDROMAT has them all!

l

WEIGH-TO -SAVE DOOR
Handy for loading, unlosarting• Weighs exact size of each
load. Ends guesswork.

s're • profewoonal or •elf-em.
-4 per....n. you prolhahl• tind
IS -tilt k aw•e money iy•i• inthere'• • wonderful
k-Alla.
plan de-sawed rope...ally for y
b'. called the Ilond-a Month PHIPS•
, •.-tematic way to
And it'. sive
in•eu sat Inited states, Snwissigs
Honda,

Here's a terrific chance for 'YOU to "str.- --it-rich"!... A
wonderful opportunity to SAVE $2000 on a genuine Sealy
"Golden Sleep" Innerspring Mattress! And it's a genuine
saving because you Cail compare these supgr-luxurious
"Golden Sleeps" with mattresses selling for‘s much as
$59.50..,and you'll find the same quality features! But this
amazing saving is yours during National Sealy Week only
...so don't delay! COME IN TODAY!

WATER SAVER
Automatically meanures
amount of water to match
,ai/e of load. Saves water.

These $59.50 Features are Yours for $20 Less!
V Pie-Built Sog-Proof Borders!
Exclusive' Body-Balanced- Innerspring Unitl
I Engineered for Correct Sleeping Posture!
V Same High Coil Count!
V Deluxe Decorator-Designed Covers!

41‘

Specially-Designed Matching Box Spring for just S39.951
FLEXIELE CONTROL
Scirt, stop, or repeat any...
part of wa.shing cycle at :Any
time. And . .
-have 3
Water temperatures:

AUNT HET

SELF-CLEANING. Sediment and lint-are flushed .away. Cleans itself

Yon May select low temperature, minimum w..i trrni. for miracle
fabrics —hot -temperature, longer wanh persocti for heavy, dirty clothes
... and all conk out sparkling clean'.

NO BUTTONS!
NO HUMPS!
NO BUMPS!

NO BOLTING DOWN NECESSARY—ADJUSTABLE FEET. &Ley to install
- ..•-•%. Li, 1..%, I "n ilno ...•n floor.
.
CORROSION and RUST RESISTANT. New pateriTed synthetic finish
eliminates worry about rust or, LA/rival...sr,

LOW DOWN PAYMENT

- 77.

CONVENIENT TERMS!

In • survey conduled le, a f.,,,,,.• University you
toted 2 i
to I forth,, brand 1111W wroir.n a Our famous NATE RAI.
ItIRRT
1
mattress No more old-fashioned button., N.• mg.. hard
oe ;
clean tufts' just a beautifully Smooth, tualiirivl tap that's
i
healthfully Arm -plus Eleulv'e. super,
. e,ner•pring,
lion! Heated sit. it's ;oat. at lea Jd4t111.e n pried .... astnic-

•

See our three popular TV

shows every week ...FREEDOM

RINGS ...Wcstinghouse STUDIO ONE ,• WET

FURNESc
Se4NATURAL RES1
•0* ‘WIING TO MATCH $59 St

PURDOWS INC.

KEYS
We MAKE 'EM
YOU WATCH
WHILE
irE

1

with

TOeriticilly styled to ti..• T.s.'inciromsst, I, the Westinghouse Electric Clothes I/ryer wifli etelusive, handy
lAsoling 1 ioor Shelf, 3-Way Dr, Dial. Singing Signal,
and duott as, Sue system. See them riots!
•

,Aunt Het is hard to match '
'
. . . but We an match yogis'

k

WARRANTY. Guaranteed to he fret' from defeets for one year —
transmission la- uneonditioruelly.gustrantigesd for five full years.

America's Favorite Laundry Twins!

wtsman tr.:nits it's praise
ough when her man's appetite show- he likes her
torikEn.• Se thy
ain't
it
thanks enouyh when a wornan's appetite shows shi 'pleased with dresses and
bath?

4

SLANTING FRONT. Designed for your convenience. No bendine.
stooping. or heavy lifting with your-Laundromat.

CLEANER...SAFER...FASTER

Make Washdcrys Completely Automatic

..,rough. Drains
dirty waisli aud rini4e waters
°nay from clothes, never
through them.

Here are other features you ii like ...

Wash Everything—Even New Miracle Fabrics

1

...asid ask your Sealy dealer to show you
the NEW, SMOOTH, HEALTHFULLY FIRM...

AGI-TUassit ACTION

STERN AUTO
STORE

WP, Service,
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Age Of Wage
Earner Is
Over 68

years-less than half that for 1952.
-Comparing longevity in 1952
with that of 1946, the first vostwar year, brings out some noteworthy improvements, especially
among
female
polacyholders.
Whereas the increase in expectation of life for white males at a,g,e
5 amounted to 1.3 years, the col':
tespon'ding gain for white females
came to 2.2 years.

Cold Air Rolls
Across Nation

Chances Of
Bad Injury
Are High

PAGE FIVE

i

Beecroft Memorial Award, soon- gress.
sored by the Society of Automo- I A highlight
of the Congress will
tive Engineers, for his many years, be the annual
banquet, which will
of volunteer service to safety in ' be held
in the gland ballroom of
many capacities. He will make! the Conrad
Hilton hotel, attended
the award lecture at a traffic sea- ; by 2,000 delegates.
sion the opening day of the Con-10 At a women's
reception featur-

mg the Congress program Oct. 20
the annual Carol Lane Awards
will be presented to four American women and four women's or
parents' clubs for outstanding contributions to traffic safety during
the meceding year. The awards

ale administered by the Council
through a grant by the Shell 011
Co.
An exposition In connection with
the •Ceagress will occupy all exhibit space in the Conrad Hilton
hotel.

Sly United Prise
.
Cold air rolled eastward
toward
the Atlantic seaboard
today and
Chilled most of the nation,
:nit
climate-conscious California
baked
New York. N.Y.-The
in
record
-breaking
average
*autumn heat
Chicago-Statistically, your chan!ength of life of America's wage"The record for gains iti -fungev- wave.
ces each year of having an acciearners and their families
One
among
hundred
our
-degree
reach- ity
wage-earning
heat left dent
serious enough to cause a
ed a new hi5.4h of 68.3
Years in families, when compared nth that Los Angeles residents wilted Sundisabling injury ate about 1 in 15
1352, it is reported by the statis- for the general population,
is par- day, and the weatherman sail the
ticians of the Metropolitan
liut
12,000 safety leaders meeting
Life ticularly impressive," the statis- mercury would reach 98 today
Insurance Company.
ticians concluded. "In 1911-1912, The 100 reading was the hottest in Chicago, Oct. 19 will spend five
Experience among the Metro- the average lifetime
days studying ways to give you
for Industrial Oct. 4 in 24 years there.
politan's industrial policyholders Policyholders was
Normally-cool San Francisco re- Mater odds.
about six and
shows that 1952 registered the, uric-half years less
These safety people-men and
than the' for corded 87 degrees Sunday, another
36" COTTON PERCALES. Fruit of Men's RAYON SPORT SHIRTS
ninth year of consecutive rise in the, general population; currently 20-year record, and forecasters ...mien from all parts of the
- A Thrilling Selection of WOMEN'S
longevity.
the
Loom, Quadrica,
the two are on a par. It is sinu- said there would be no relief Un- world-will assemble for the 4Ist
Valencia, Guaranteed
'
washable. Choice of
FALL DRESSES. Again we offer
The gain in average lifetime licant of our American way of life til Thursday.
N:aional Safety Congress and ExChoice. Large selection of patterns
gabardines, plaid or slub weave in
; mounts to 5 years sines 1941. that the health idatus
the season's outstanding collection
Early today a cold front that posiiion, the annual convention of
oof the wageand colors
te 10 years since 1932, and to 22 earning segment of our population chilled the Midwest Sunday
44c yd, an excellent choice of colors.
All
of women's dresses at our famous
had the National Safety Council. It is
years since 1911 1912. In 1879-1589 has now caught up
with the gene- pushed south of the Of•'• V.•11.-•- th,• worUi's largest safety event
sizes. Values to $3.49
$2.79 low price! Fea#1.•-ed in the season's
the average lifetime was only 34 ral average for the country."
•'.1to ;art of 1-. .lew Er
...e
tiw
Itt'Les•
Men's fine ,• -Iwo., corduroy Sp,
nest eat cotton
•nd • ,. • tchii,g Ito_.: York
t.•
rayon fabrics.
--,
it
$hirL .n td. color.;
'Iiie otidr, against accid.atal death
Priced at ....
$2.98
to $14.9'.;
' the meantime, the weather anu inju! have improved
steadily
Ammar t• Yeeterday's Pussie
v. se quite warm along the upper since the formation
E.
arge fluffy Chenille 3. '
of the safety
crest and in Dixie.
movement in 1913. If thb 1913 ac.
S. :E. iS, Long fluffy Chenille on Men's JACKET
H
S and SUR-COATS
The cold 'wave ale() ,brancl7ed cident de.ith rate
ACROSS
1/-Cr-Munro ion
had rrevailed
t.
211-Fry quickly •
on
0301LI
f.rst
sheeting.
liCkith and snapped another reeild- through toe
Full double
Choice of three styles. You'd ex41--COliege degrees
1-171-1,
1tY
next 40 years, thc
pIIIT5 ota
IN
eta is
abbr.)
'breaking heat wafer,' this 'tin . in toll
spreads in blue, rose, white, wine, pect
01 accident dead would have
Save now on Women's NEW FALL
42-Knocks
nom MOO
II-Let go
to pay as much as $8.95 for
the Southwest Wavy rain;
ie been swelled by a half
66-Religious
12 -Weasel-like
OGGIIIMOPIO 11G
red, aqua, green, chartreuse and
million
HATS. Lovely styles and newest
animal
devote,
:
any
more
of
than
these warm jackets.
two taeheig accompanied 111010 ViCtiMS,
Ail
%RIME! FJOU
44-Eirmale horses
14-La tin
9 5
gold. Also white with colored overthe cool. weather, and at least four
Colljtinetion
colors.
49-Indian
MO EiIt GUM
Priced at,, $1.98 "to $6.95
wool
interlinin
Twenty
g.
Sizes
hotels
34 to 46-will be used lc
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